


ABSTRACT

Inference by Reparameterization using

Neural Population Codes

by

Rajkumar Vasudeva Raju

Behavioral experiments on humans and animals suggest that the brain performs

probabilistic inference to interpret its environment. Here we present a general-

purpose, biologically plausible implementation of approximate inference based on

Probabilistic Population Codes (PPCs). PPCs are distributed neural representations

of probability distributions that are capable of implementing marginalization and cue-

integration in a biologically plausible way. By connecting multiple PPCs together,

we can naturally represent multivariate probability distributions, and capture the

conditional dependency structure by setting those connections as in a probabilistic

graphical model. To perform inference in general graphical models, one convenient

and often accurate algorithm is Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP), a message-passing

algorithm that uses local marginalization and integration operations to perform ap-

proximate inference e�ciently even for complex models. In LBP, a message from one

node to a neighboring node is a function of incoming messages from all neighboring

nodes, except the recipient. This exception renders it neurally implausible because

neurons cannot readily send many di↵erent signals to many di↵erent target neu-

rons. Interestingly, however, LBP can be reformulated as a sequence of Tree-based

Re-Parameterization (TRP) updates on the graphical model which re-factorizes a



iii

portion of the probability distribution. Although this formulation still implicitly has

the message exclusion problem, we show this can be circumvented by converting the

algorithm to a nonlinear dynamical system with auxiliary variables and a separa-

tion of time-scales. By combining these ideas, we show that a network of PPCs can

represent multivariate probability distributions and implement the TRP updates for

the graphical model to perform probabilistic inference. Simulations with Gaussian

graphical models demonstrate that the performance of the PPC-based neural network

implementation of TRP updates for probabilistic inference is comparable to the direct

evaluation of LBP, and thus provides a compelling substrate for general, probabilistic

inference in the brain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A vast majority of computations performed by the brain are subject to uncertainty

and it is critical to take this into account to make appropriate inferences about the

environment. Several psychophysical experiments suggest that humans perform near-

optimal probabilistic inference in a wide variety of tasks. Examples of such tasks

include decision making, causal reasoning, coordinate transformations, and object

recognition, to name a few. The fact that the brain performs probabilistic infer-

ence has two important implications. First, neural responses must encode probability

distributions. Second, neural circuits must be able to process these probability dis-

tributions to perform inference.

Probabilistic Population Codes (PPCs) are distributed neural representations of

probability distributions [1]. High variability is observed in the responses of cortical

neurons to the same sensory variable. This variability suggest that populations of

neurons automatically represent probability distributions over the stimulus variable.

The two most basic probabilistic operations are multiplication of probabilities and

marginalization. In [1], it is shown that cue integration, which is essentially multi-

plication of probabilities, is particularly simple when using PPCs with Poisson-like

variability. Marginalization, which corresponds to averaging over irrelevant variables

to obtain the distribution of the variables of interest, is a fundamental operation that

arises whenever input stimuli depend on many di↵erent variables, but only some are

task-relevant. In [2], it is shown that marginalization can be achieved by a network
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of PPCs that implement a quadratic nonlinearity with divisive normalization.

Both [1] and [2] show how PPCs can encode probability distributions of one stim-

ulus variable at a time. However, several tasks that the brain deals with depend on

numerous stimulus variables simultaneously and thus involve high-dimensional proba-

bility distributions. For such multivariate distributions, it is often the case that there

are dependencies between only some of the variables. Graphical models are an elegant

way of visualizing and expressing the relationships between the variables. Typically,

in such a representation, each node of the graph represents a random variable and

the edges of the graph encode relationships between these variables.

The inference problem of central interest in this work is the computation of

marginal distributions. Computing the marginal distributions in complex graphi-

cal models by straightforward summation is computationally intractable. However,

the factorization structure of the graphical model can be exploited to do marginaliza-

tion e↵ectively using localized operations. The information from local computations

are communicated by distributing messages between neighboring nodes in the graph.

This is the crux of Belief Propagation (BP), which is one important method for com-

puting approximate marginals [3]. BP is compatible with the biological constraint of

local information processing [4]. However, in BP, a message from one node to a neigh-

boring node is a function of incoming messages from all neighboring nodes, except

the recipient. This exception renders BP neurally implausible because neurons cannot

readily send many di↵erent signals to many di↵erent target neurons. With this biolog-

ical constraint in mind, we consider an equivalent re-formulation of BP as a sequence

of local re-parameterizations This is based on the Tree-based Re-Parameterization

(TRP) framework.

TRP is an alternative conceptual view of inference algorithms such as BP that
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e�ciently computes marginals approximately, and can be reformulated as a sequence

of local re parameterizations [5]. A key idea in graphical models is the representation

of probability distributions as a product of compatibility functions or factors, each

involving a subset of variables. In every TRP iteration, new factors of the graphical

model are determined by performing exact calculations over extremely simple trees

formed of two nodes and their corresponding edge. When the TRP algorithm con-

verges, the factors are the approximate marginal distributions. Although not readily

evident, the TRP formulation still implicitly has the message exclusion problem of

BP. To circumvent this biological constraint, the TRP algorithm can be converted to

a nonlinear dynamical system with auxiliary variables and a separation of time-scales.

The major contribution of this thesis is a generalized neural network architecture

that is based on a combination of all of the preceding ideas. I show how a nonlin-

ear, recurrent network of PPCs can represent a multivariate probability distribution

and implement the TRP updates, with separation of time-scales, for the underlying

graphical model to perform approximate probabilistic inference.

Organization

The organization of this thesis is summarized below.

• Chapter 2: Preliminaries, presents a basic introduction to probabilistic graph-

ical models. It also discusses the inference problem that is of central interest in

this work, the computation of marginal distributions.

• Chapter 3: Probabilistic Population Codes, contains an introduction to

PPCs and elucidates their key properties. It also illustrates how PPCs form a

basis for neurally plausible implementation of cue integration and marginaliza-
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tion.

• Chapter 4: Belief Propagation, explains the BP algorithm in detail and

discusses its properties. In this chapter, we also describe why BP might not be

a neurally plausible algorithm for performing inference.

• Chapter 5: Tree based Re-Parameterization Framework, introduces the

TRP algorithm as an alternative formulation of BP. It also describes how the

TRP algorithm can be converted into a nonlinear dynamical system with aux-

iliary variables and a separation of times scales to make it neurally plausible.

• Chapter 6: Neural Network Architecture, describes our general-purpose,

biologically plausible neural network capable of performing approximate infer-

ence on general graphical models.

• Chapter 7: Conclusion and Future directions, comprises a summary of my

work, self criticisms and future directions of research.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

Basics of Graphical Models

A graphical model is a representation of a multivariate probability distribution that

uses a graph to express the conditional dependency structure between random vari-

ables. Two branches of graphical models are commonly used, namely, Bayesian net-

works and Markov networks. Both families encompass the properties of factorization

and independences, but they di↵er in the set of independences they can encode and

the way in which they can factorize the distribution. Here, I will focus on Markov

networks or undirected graphical models.

Markov Random Fields

An undirected graph G = (V,E) consists of a set of nodes or vertices’s V = {1, ..., N}

that are joined by a set of edges E. A cycle is a sequence of distinct edges forming a

path from a node back to itself. A tree is a connected graph without any cycles.

In order to define an undirected graphical model, we associate with each node

s 2 V a random variable Xs. We now have a family of probability distributions p(X)

that are constrained by the structure of the graph. These constraints are the Markov

properties associated with G. Let A, B and C be subsets of V . The set B is said to

separate A and C if there exists no paths between nodes in A and C if B is removed

from the graph (see Figure 2.1).
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A

B

C

Figure 2.1 : Markov Random Field. The set of nodes B separates A and C, so that
XA|B and XA|B are conditionally independent.

Let XA|B represent the set of variables in A conditioned on those in B.

Definition 2.1 Markov Random Field : A random vector X is Markov with respect to

the graph G if XA|B and XC|B are conditionally independent whenever B separates

A and C.

To express the constraints imposed by the structure of the graph, we use the notion

of a graph clique, which is any fully connected subset of V . A clique is maximal if

it is not properly contained within any other clique. A compatibility function or

factor on a clique is a positive function that depends only on the subset of variables

XC = {Xs|s 2 C}. The Hammersley-Cli↵ord theorem, then guarantees that the

distribution of a Markov process on a graph can be expressed as a product of such

compatibility functions over the cliques:

p(X) =
1

Z

Y

C2C

 C(XC), (2.1)

where C is the set of cliques in G and Z , P
X

Q
C2C  C(XC) is the partition

function.
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For our analysis, we shall consider pairwise Markov random fields: the maximal

cliques have cardinality two. Given only singleton and pairwise cliques, the clique

index set ranges over all vertices and over all edges (s, t) 2 E:

p(X) =
1

Z

Y

s2V

 s(Xs)
Y

(s,t)2E

 st(Xs, Xt). (2.2)

Inference in Graphical Models

One standard inference problem, and that of central interest in this work, is marginal-

ization. Marginalization corresponds to averaging over irrelevant variables to obtain

the probability distribution of the variables of interest. Computations involved in

tasks like object recognition and causal reasoning in the brain require marginaliza-

tion, which is a fundamental operation that arises whenever input stimuli depend on

many di↵erent variables, but only some are task-relevant.

Definition 2.2 (Marginal Probability Distribution). Given a set X = {X1, X2, ..., Xn}

of random variables whose joint distribution is known, the marginal distribution of Xi

is the probability distribution of Xi averaging over all information about X\Xi (all

X excluding Xi). This is calculated by summing or integrating the joint distribution

over X\Xi:

p(Xi) =

Z

X\Xi

dX\Xi
Pr(X).

This integral (sum in discrete case) contains exponentially many terms and would

be a naive method for computing the marginal distribution. For high dimensional

distributions, there are algorithms that exploit the factorization structure of the dis-

tribution to perform inference e�ciently. The Belief Propagation algorithm, also

known as the sum product algorithm, is one such important method for computing

approximate marginals.
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Chapter 3

Probabilistic Population Codes

The first step to understanding how networks of neurons can perform the kind of

operations required for probabilistic inference is to determine how neurons can encode

probability distributions. Here, we focus on a particular type of neural code - a

probabilistic population code (PPC) [1].

Experiments have shown that the activity of cortical neurons to the same stim-

ulus is highly variable. This variability suggests that population activity can au-

tomatically encode probability distributions. The variability in neuronal responses,

r = {r1, ..., rN}, to a stimulus, s, is given in terms on a probability distribution p(r|s).

This response distribution then very naturally encodes the posterior distribution over

s, through Bayes’ theorem,

p(s|r) / p(r|s)p(s) (3.1)

This is the central idea behind a PPC.

Definition 3.1 A linear PPC is a neural code for which the probability distribution

of the response r, given the stimulus, s, belongs to the exponential family with linear

su�cient statistics and takes the form

p(r|s) / exp(h(s) · r) (3.2)

where h(s) is a kernel which depends on the tuning curve (stimulus-dependent mean

neuronal response) and the covariance matrix of the neural response [1].
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This code is known as a linear PPC because the neural activity encodes a function

of the stimulus and it is linear because the stimulus-dependent portion of the the log

likelihood (log(p(r|s))) is linear in r. This could be generalized to nonlinear PPCs

as well: p(r|s) / exp(h(s) · T(r)) , where T is some nonlinear function of the neural

response. For now, we shall focus on linear PPCs.

3.1 Key Properties of PPCs

Neuron index

g

�

p(s|r)
�2 / 1

g

Figure 3.1 : Relationship between population activity and the encoded posterior
distribution for linear PPCs. The left panel shows the neural response on a single
trial. The height of the activity corresponds to the gain, g. The right panel shows
the posterior distribution of s given the activity r. The variance of the posterior is
inversely proportional to the gain.

A very important property of linear PPCs, which is central to this work, is that

di↵erent projections of the population activity represent the parameters of the en-

coded probability distribution. Consider an example in which the neural population,

r, encodes a Gaussian distribution,

p(s|r) / exp{�s

2

2
a · r+ sb · r} (3.3)

where a · r and b · r are two projections of the neural activity. These projections
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encode the mean and the variance of the distribution as follows:

µ =
b · r
a · r , �

2 =
1

a · r . (3.4)

Another important property of linear PPCs is that the variance of the encoded

variable is inversely proportional to the amplitude or gain of the neural activity. In-

tuitively, this implies that a higher no. of spikes or higher neural activity corresponds

to more certainty about the encoded variable (figure 3.1).

3.2 Basic probabilistic operations with PPCs

The two most basic important probabilistic operations are the multiplication of prob-

abilities and marginalization. Linear PPCs can perform both of these operations in

a biologically plausible manner [1], [2].

Cue integration

Cue integration is a task representative of multiplication of probabilities. In a cue

combination task, the goal is to integrate two cues, c1 and c2 both of which provide

information about the same stimulus, s. Assuming that these cues are independent

given s, the posterior over s is obtained as

p(s|c1, c2) / p(c1|s)p(c2|s)p(s) (3.5)

For now, assume that the likelihood functions and the prior distribution are Gaussian.

Let PPCs r1 and r2 correspond to the two cues c1 and c2. Each of these populations

encode a probability distribution with a variance inversely proportional to the gains,

g1 and g2. Let,

r3 = r1 + r2. (3.6)
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This output also encodes a probability distribution with a variance inversely propor-

tional to the gain. But, the gain of this code is g3 = g1 + g2. Since, g1 / 1
�2
1
and

g2 / 1
�2
2
, the inverse variance of the output code, r3, is the sum of the inverse variances

associated with the cues c1 and c2. This is the variance expected from the optimal

Bayesian inference in equation 3.5. This implies that taking the sum of two linear

PPCs is equivalent to taking the product of their encoded distributions.

This property can be generalized to the exponential family of distributions with

linear su�cient statistics: taking a linear combination of input activities can perform

optimal cue combination.

Marginalization

Computations involved in tasks like object recognition and causal reasoning in the

brain require marginalization. Marginalization can be performed by a deterministic

nonlinear network of PPCs that implements a quadratic interaction of neural activity

with divisive normalization.

Consider a task such as linear coordinate transformation: computing the head-

centered location of an object, xH , from the eye centered location, xE, and the eye

position xP . This transformation is: xH = xE + xP . This transformation involves

a marginalization because we need to compute the probability distribution over xH

and throw away all information about xE and xP .

Suppose that linear PPCs rE and rP encode xE and xP , respectively. The goal is

to determine a network with rE and rP as inputs and an output population rH , such

that rH encodes xH . For the output layer to contain all the information about xH

that is contained in xE and xP , we require that

p(xH |rH) = p(xH |rE, rP ). (3.7)
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In [2], it is shown that the optimal network for this scenario is one which implements

a quadratic interaction of the input activities with divisive normalization. Although

determining this optimal network is nontrivial, insight into the form of the network

can be obtained as follows. For linear PPCs, we know that the gain of the activity

is inversely proportional to the variance of the encoded distribution. So, we have

�

2
H / 1

gH
, �2

E / 1
gE

and �2
P / 1

gP
. For the transformation xH = xE + xP , assuming

no bias, the variances add up: �2
H = �

2
E + �

2
P . Substituting the inverse gains for the

variances, we obtain

gH =
gEgP

gE + gP

. (3.8)

Thus, the form of the network should be such that the gains transform via a quadratic

nonlinearity with divisive normalization.

Therefore, with linear PPCs, we now have a neural framework for representing

probability distributions and performing probabilistic operations such as cue integra-

tion and marginalization.
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Chapter 4

Belief Propagation

Belief propagation (BP), also known as the sum-product algorithm, is an important

method for computing approximate marginals in graphical models. The algorithm

was first proposed by Judea Pearl in 1982, who formulated this algorithm on trees.

It has since been shown to be a useful approximate algorithm on general graphs.

BP has been used in several fields such as artificial intelligence, computer vision

and coding theory. There are various equivalent forms of BP, but the best known

formulation entails the distribution of statistical information across the graphical

model via message passing.

4.1 Belief and Message Equations

Consider the simple, tree-structured pairwise MRF in Figure. 4.1. The joint proba-

1

3 4

2

m
13 (X

3 )

m 23
(X 3
)

m34(X4)

Figure 4.1 : An illustration of the messages passed in BP for a simple tree.
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bility distribution in terms of the compatibility functions is

p(X) =
1

Z

 13(X1, X3) 23(X2, X3) 34(X3, X4)
4Y

s=1

 s(Xs). (4.1)

Consider the computation of the marginal distribution of X4,

p(X4) =
1

Z

Z

X\X4

dX\X4  13(X1, X3) 23(X2, X3) 34(X3, X4)
4Y

s=1

 s(Xs). (4.2)

The factorization structure of the distribution implies that this integral can be per-

formed in simple, localized steps:

p(X4) =
1

Z

 4

Z

X3

dX3  3 34

Z

X1

dX1  1 13

Z

X2

dX2  2 23. (4.3)

Here, for the sake of compactness, the explicit dependence of the compatibility func-

tions on their respective variables is omitted. Let,

m13(X3) =

Z

X1

dX1  1 13, m23(X3) =

Z

X2

dX2  2 23,

where mst(Xt) is called the message from node s to node t (see Figure 4.1). Now,

equation 4.4 can be rewritten as,

p(X4) =
1

Z

 4

Z

X3

dX3  3 34m13(X3)m23(X3) =
1

Z

m34(X4) (4.4)

This example illustrates the essence of BP. It suggests that BP is a way of organizing

the global computation of marginals in terms of smaller, local computations. The

message flow is ‘similar to the flow of a river’, and each message summarizes all the

computations that occurred further upstream along the branches that feed into that

message [3]. In this example, m34(X4) is a summary of all the computations that

occurred at nodes 1, 2 and 3.

In the BP algorithm, the belief at a node s is proportional to the local evidence

at that node  s and all the messages coming into node s,

bs(Xs) =  s

Y

u2N(s)

mus(Xs), (4.5)
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where  is a normalization constant and N(s) is the set of neighbors of node s. The

marginal distribution at each node is proportional to its belief. The messages are

determined self-consistently by the message update rules:

m

n+1
st (Xt) =

Z

Xs

dXs  s st

Y

u2N(s)\t

m

n
us(Xs). (4.6)

where N(s)\t is the set of all neighbors of node s, excluding node t.

The BP algorithm gives the exact marginal probabilities for all the nodes in any

tree-structured graph. In a practical computation, one starts with the nodes at the

extremes of the graph, and only computes a message when all the required messages

are available. For trees, each message needs to be computed only once. Therefore,

the whole computation takes a time proportional to the number of edges in the

graph, which is much lesser than the exponentially large time required to compute

the marginals naively.

It is very important that there be no loops in the graph, for otherwise the entire

argument for the exactness of BP breaks down. The BP algorithm, however, defined

in terms of the belief equation (4.5) and the message update rules (4.6) does not

make any reference to the topology of the underlying graphical model. Thus, the

algorithm can also be implemented on graphs with loops: start with an initial set of

messages and simply iterate the message update rules until the messages (possibly)

converge. The approximate marginals would then be proportional to the beliefs. It is

not necessary that this algorithm should perform well. In fact, as Pearl warned, “if we

ignore the existence of loops and permit the nodes to continue communicating with

each other as if the network were singly connected, messages may circulate indefinitely

around these loops, and the process may not converge to a stable equilibrium” [6].

However, even for graphs with loops, the ‘loopy’ BP algorithm performs surprisingly
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well.

The success of loopy BP is exciting. More importantly, “the algorithm gives a

principled framework for propagating, in parallel, information and uncertainty be-

tween nodes in a network. It would be exciting if they had relevance or modeling

power for neural computational systems.” [3].

4.2 Neural plausibility of BP

Several recent studies have considered how neural circuits could implement BP [4],[7],

[8]. However, a certain property of BP renders it unfavorable for neural implementa-

tion.

Consider the message update rule in equation 4.6. The messagemst(Xt) from node

s to t is a function of all incoming messages to node s, except for the incoming message

from node t (see figure 4.2). This exclusion presents a problem for neural feasibility

because neurons cannot readily send many di↵erent signals to many di↵erent target

neurons.

s
X

t

Figure 4.2 : Message exclusion in the message update rule.

The BP algorithm still is a favorable framework to look at possible neural im-

plementations of probabilistic inference. In the following chapter, we look at an
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alternative formulation of BP which is more neurally plausible.
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Chapter 5

Tree based Re-Parameterization Framework

The Tree-based Re-Parameterization (TRP) framework is an alternative conceptual

view of belief propagation and related algorithms for computing approximate marginal

distributions in graphs with cycles [5]. A key property of graphical models is their

factorization structure: the joint distribution can be expressed as a product of factors,

each of which depends only a subset of variables corresponding to a clique of the graph.

Such factorized representations are not unique. This suggests the goal of seeking a

reparameterization of the distribution consisting of factors that directly correspond

to the desired marginal distributions. This is the essence of the TRP framework.

X1 X2 X3

�12 �23

�1 �2 �3 T3T2T1

T12

T1T2

T23

T3T3

X1 X2 X3

A B

Figure 5.1 : A simple example of tree-structured pairwise MRF. A: Original param-
eterization of the distribution. B: Alternative parameterization in terms of marginal
distributions.

If the graph is cycle free (i.e., a tree), then there exists a unique representation

specified by exact marginal distributions over cliques. Consider the example in fig-

ure 5.1. In panel A, we have a pairwise MRF with three nodes in a chain structure.
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The singleton ( s) and pairwise factors ( st) are shown explicitly. An algorithm

for optimal inference on trees such as BP actually computes marginal distributions

for nodes s and for pairs (s, t) of neighboring nodes. In doing so, it produces an

alternative factorization of the distribution p(X),

p(X) =
Y

s2V

Ts(Xs)
Y

(s,t)2E

Tst(Xs, Xt)

Ts(Xs)Tt(Xt)
, (5.1)

where Ts(Xs) is the marginal distribution of node s and Tst(Xs, Xt) is the joint

marginal over Xs and Xt. For our example, the reparameterization is illustrated

in panel B of figure 5.1. This reparameterization can be seen as a symmetrized gener-

alization of the well known factorization of Markov Chains. Exact inference on trees

can now be interpreted as a reparameterized factorization of the distribution that

explicitly exposes the local marginals.

For graphs with cycles, however, exact factorizations exposing these marginals

do not generally exist. It is still possible to reparameterize certain portions of any

factorized representation: any subset of factors corresponding to a cycle free portion

of the graph. Based on this idea, we can consider iterative reparameterization of

di↵erent subsets, each corresponding to an acyclic subgraph. We now consider this

iterative reparameterization framework and also discuss how loopy BP can also be

interpreted in this manner.

5.1 TRP Updates

Key to TRP is the concept of an acyclic subgraph of an arbitrary graph G = (V,E)

with cycles - i.e., a tree formed by removing certain edges from the graph. A spanning

tree is a tree that connects all the nodes of the original graph (figure 5.2). Typically,

a graph has a large number of spanning trees. Suppose that ⌧ 0, ..., ⌧L�1 is a set of
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BA

Figure 5.2 : A: Original graph is a nearest neighbor grid. B: One of the spanning
trees of the graph in A.

spanning trees for G. Then, for any i 2 {0, ..., L � 1}, p(X) can be factored as

p(X) = p

i(X)ri(X) (5.2)

where pi(X) includes the factors corresponding to the cliques in the spanning tree ⌧ i

and r

i(X) absorbs the remaining terms corresponding to the edges in E removed to

form ⌧i. Because ⌧ i is a tree, the reparameterization operation in Equation 5.1 can

be applied to obtain an alternative factorization of pi(X). This reparameterization

would be in terms of marginals {Ts, Tst} computed from the tree ⌧ i. {Ts, Tst} are called

pseudomarginals, because, although these are exact marginals for the sub-graph, they

represent approximations to the true marginals {Ps, Pst} of the full graph with cycles.

With reference to the full graph G and the distribution p(X), the reparameteriza-

tion operation on ⌧ i simply specifies an alternative choice of compatibility functions

that give rise to the same joint distribution. In a subsequent update, using this new

set of functions and choosing a di↵erent tree ⌧ j, we can write p(X) = p

j(X)rj(X),

where p

j(X) includes the compatibility functions over cliques in ⌧

j. We can now

perform the reparameterization for ⌧ j and repeat the process, choosing a di↵erent
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spanning tree for each iteration. When the procedure converges, the reparameter-

ized compatibility functions would represent an approximation to the true marginal

distributions.

The TRP updates can be summarized as follows:

• Isolate the compatibility functions corresponding to a spanning tree ⌧ i

• Re-parameterize the tree structured part pi(X) in terms of the pseudomarginals

• This results in a new parameterization of p(X)

• Repeat the procedure with a di↵erent sub-graph ⌧ j

The sequence of TRP updates is equivalent to a particular tree-based schedule for

BP message passing. In fact, loopy BP can be interpreted as performing reparame-

terization updates over especially simple, non-spanning trees [5].

5.2 Belief Propagation as Reparameterization

Here, we show how BP can be reformulated as a sequence of local rather than global

reparameterization operations. In each iteration, new compatibility functions are

obtained by performing calculations over extremely simple, non-spanning trees com-

prised of two neighboring nodes and their corresponding edge.

In this reformulation of BP, the pseudomarginals (approximations to the exact

marginals) are updated iteratively. The pseudomarginals, {Ts, Tst}, are initialized

(iteration 0) in terms of the compatibility functions of the original pairwise MRF as

follows:

T

0
s (xs) =  s(xs) (5.3)

T

0
st(xs, xt) =  s(xs) t(xt) st(xs, xt) (5.4)
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where  denotes a normalization factor.

At iteration n + 1, the pseudomarginals are updated according to the following

recursions:

T

n+1
s (Xs) = T

n
s (Xs)

Y

t2N(s)

1

T

n
s (Xs)

Z
T

n
st(Xs, Xt) dXt (5.5)

T

n+1
st (Xs, Xt) = 

T

n
st(Xs, Xt)�R

T

n
st(Xs, Xt) dXt

� �R
T

n
st(Xs, Xt) dXs

�
T

n+1
s (Xs)T

n+1
t (Xt) (5.6)

T12�R
X1

T12

� �R
X2

T12

�

1

1� 2�
2

3�4�

4�� 3��

Figure 5.3 : TRP based reformulation of BP for a single cycle graph. Two node trees
are used for updates in this version of BP.

The update in equation 5.6 corresponds to performing optimal estimation on the

very simple two-node tree formed by the edge (s, t). Figure 5.3 shows the decomposi-

tion of a single cycle graph into such two-node trees. This simple reparameterization

algorithm operates by:

• performing optimal estimation on edges

• Combining the marginals from each such edge as in equation 5.5.
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This reparameterization algorithm is equivalent to BP [5]. At first glance, this

reformulation of BP seems to have overcome the ‘message exclusion’ problem which

is unfavorable for neural implementation. In the following section, we analyze the

neural plausibility of this reparameterization algorithm.

5.3 Neural plausibility of TRP updates

As far as neural plausibility is concerned, the reformulation of BP as a sequence of

local reparameterization updates has several favorable features. Firstly, this algo-

rithm would only require the representation or encoding of the pseudomarginals as

compatibility functions. This implies that all of the computations would now become

in-place: at each iteration the pseudomarginals are updated in place. For a large

class of distributions, i.e, the exponential family of distributions, the TRP updates

reduce to updates of the parameters of the distribution. This fits well with the idea

of using PPCs, because PPCs encode the parameters of a probability distribution

through di↵erent projections of the neural activity.

Another interesting feature of the TRP updates is that the ‘message exclusion’

problem of BP seems to have magically disappeared. However, this is not quite true.

Although not evident at first glance, this problem is still present implicitly. This can

be seen by using equation 5.5 in the update equation 5.6:

T

n+1
st = T

n
st

Y

u2N(s)\t

✓
1

Ts

Z
dXuT

n
su

◆ Y

v2N(t)\s

✓
1

Tt

Z
dXvT

n
tv

◆
. (5.7)

However, we would still like to use the TRP updates in the form of equations 5.5

and 5.6. This presents a new challenge. In equation 5.5, the update depends on

the pseudomarginals at the previous time step, i.e., there is one unit delay. But in
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equation 5.6, the update for Tst depends on the instantaneous value of Ts and Tt.

If neurons were to encode the pseudomarginals, then this update would require an

instantaneous communication between populations of neurons. This is not possible,

because communication between neurons is subject to a finite delay. This constraint,

however, can be easily circumvented by converting the algorithm to a nonlinear dy-

namical system with auxiliary variables and a separation of time scales.

5.4 Separation of Time Scales for TRP updates

The TRP reformulation of BP has two update equations: one with a unit time delay

(5.5) and one which is instantaneous (5.6). This system of update equations can be

converted to a nonlinear dynamical system, where the instantaneous updates translate

to operations at a fast time scale and the updates with the unit delay operate at a

much slower time scale. This idea is described using the following example.

x y
z w

Delayed/Slow

Instantaneous/Fast

Figure 5.4 : An example dynamical system with two variables, x and y. z and w are
time-independent inputs to x and y, respectively.

Consider a dynamical system as follows (figure 5.4):

xn+1 = c1xn + c2yn + z (5.8)

yn+1 = d1yn + d2xn+1 + w
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In this system, the update for x has a unit delay and the update for y is instan-

taneous in x. This is analogous to the TRP update equations. We now introduce

auxiliary variables Xn and Yn. With the inclusion of the auxiliary variables, we now

have the following equivalent set of equations:

Xn+1 = xn, Yn+1 = yn (5.9)

xn+1 = c1Xn+1 + c2Yn+1 + z

yn+1 = d1Yn1 + d2xn+1 + w

To introduce a separation of time-scales:

• low pass filter the auxiliary variables with parameter �1

• low pass filter the normal variables with parameter �2

Xn+1 = �1Xn + (1 � �1)xn (5.10)

Yn+1 = �1Yn + (1 � �1)yn

xn+1 = �2xn + (1 � �2)(c1Xn+1 + c2Yn+1 + z)

yn+1 = �2yn + (1 � �2)(d1Yn1 + d2xn+1 + w)

Let ⌧1 , 1
1��1

and ⌧2 , 1
1��2

. If we choose �1, �2 such that ⌧1 � ⌧2, we can make the

following approximations: Xn+1 ⇡ Xn and Yn+1 ⇡ Yn. Since the auxiliary variables

are changing at a much slower time scale, the updates for the normal variables can

assume that the auxiliary variables are at equilibrium. The low pass filtered system

of equations (5.10) can be represented by the following continuous time system which

has two sets of equations operating at two di↵erent time-scales (figure 5.5).

⌧1Ẋ = �X + x (5.11)

⌧1Ẏ = �Y + y
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⌧2ẋ = �x+ c1X + c2Y + z (5.12)

⌧2ẏ = �y + d1Y + d2x+ w

X

x y

Y

z w

Figure 5.5 : Reformulation of the dynamical system in figure 5.4 with auxiliary vari-
ables and separation of time-scales. The red connections are slow and black connec-
tions are fast.

This dynamical system formulation with separation of time-scales can be extended

very easily to the tree-based reparameterization of BP. In the following chapter, by

combining these ideas, we show how a network of PPCs can represent multivariate

probability distributions and implement the TRP updates for the graphical model to

perform probabilistic inference.
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Chapter 6

Neural Network Architecture

In this chapter we describe our general-purpose, biologically plausible neural net-

work that is capable of performing inference on general graphical models. We use a

fully recurrent network of PPCs to represent a multivariate probability distribution

and implement the TRP updates, with separation of time scales, on the underlying

graphical model to perform probabilistic inference.

6.1 Representation

Consider a probability distribution which is represented as a product of compatibility

functions over the cliques of a graphical model,

p(X) =
1

Z

Y

c2C

 c(Xc).

Furthermore, assume that p(X) belongs to the exponential family of distributions.

Then,

p(X) =
1

Z

exp {
X

c

✓c�c(Xc)} (6.1)

where � = {�c, c 2 C} is a collection of potential functions associated with the graph

and ✓ = {✓c, c 2 C} denotes a vector of parameters.

Linear PPCs encode distributions from the exponential family and have the key

property that di↵erent projections of the neural activity can encode di↵erent param-
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eters of the distribution. Thus, a PPC can be used to represent p(X):

r =
X

c2C

Ũc✓c, (6.2)

where r is the neural population activity, ✓c is the vector of parameters corresponding

to the compatibility function for clique c and Ũc is an orthogonal matrix of basis

vectors for clique c. Ũc is termed the encoding matrix. The parameters ✓c can be

read-out from r using the decoding matrix Uc: ✓c = UT
c r. Ũc and Uc only di↵er by a

scale factor.

For a pairwise MRF, we can express the neural population in terms of the param-

eters of the singleton and pairwise factors:

r =
X

s2V

Ũs✓s +
X

(s,t)2E

Ũst✓st. (6.3)

6.2 Update equations

For the exponential family of distributions, the TRP update equations reduce to

updates of the parameters of the distribution [5]. The generalized form of these

updates is:

✓

n+1
s = Ws✓

n
s +

X

u2N(s)

fNL(✓
n
su) (6.4)

✓

n+1
st = Wst✓

n
st +WS✓

n
s +WT ✓

n
t + gNL(✓

n
st)

where n is the iteration index and fNL and gNL are some nonlinear functions of the

parameters. These equations follow directly from the TRP update equations (5.5 and

5.6), but with the inclusion of separation of time-scales. Here, the nonlinear functions

fNL and gNL capture the marginalization operations and the linear components are

responsible for cue integration. The weight matrices depend on the particular form

of the distribution and the coe�cients related to the separation of time scales.
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Since the projections of the neural activity encode these parameters, updates of

the population activity can express the updates of the parameters. At iteration n+1,

we have

rn+1 =
X

s2V

Ũs✓
n+1
s +

X

(s,t)2E

Ũst✓
n+1
st (6.5)

We can now use the updates for the parameters and express the parameter vectors

in terms of the population activity,

rn+1 =
X

s2V

Ũs

0

@WsU
T
s r

n +
X

u2N(s)

fNL(U
T
sur

n)

1

A+ (6.6)

X

(s,t)2E

Ũst

�
WstU

T
str

n +WSU
T
s r

n +WTU
T
t r

n + gNL(U
T
str

n)
�

This update equation for the population activity can be compactly expressed in

a di↵erential equation form:

ṙ = Wr+ FNL(r) (6.7)

where W comprises all of the linear components and FNL comprises all the nonlinear

components. The form of this update equation is particularly simple and yet it is a

powerful, completely general framework that represents a nonlinear, fully recurrent

network of PPCs which implements the TRP update equations on the underlying

graphical model.

In figure 6.1 B, we have a symbolic representation of a recurrent network of PPCs.

Figure 6.2 is an illustration of the time evolution of an example network. The figure

contains snapshots of the network activity at four di↵erent time instants. It also

displays the time evolution of two projections of the neural activity, ✓1 and ✓2.

Next, we look at the specific case of Gaussian graphical models and the form of

the network update equation for Gaussian models.
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A B

Figure 6.1 : Recurrent network of neurons (A) and its symbolic representation (B).

6.3 Gaussian Graphical Models

For a Gaussian graphical model, the joint distribution is of the form,

p(X) =
1

Z

exp

✓
�1

2
XTAX+ bTX

◆
(6.8)

We define the compatibility functions as follows:

 s(Xs) , exp

✓
�Ass

2
X

2
s + bsXs

◆
(6.9)

 st(Xs, Xt) , exp (�AstXsXt) .

Note that a zero at index (s, t) of the inverse covariance matrix A corresponds to

having no edge on the graph between nodes s and t.

The goal of inference is to find the marginal distribution for eachXs. For Gaussian

distributions, it su�ces to obtain the mean and variance of each Xs. The covariance

matrix and mean vector for the joint Gaussian is, ⌃ = A�1
, µ = A�1b.
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Time min

max

�1

�2

Figure 6.2 : Time evolution of the neural population activity and two of its projec-
tions, which are associated with underlying graphical model.

TRP updates for Gaussian models

The pseudomarginals {Ts, Tst} are initialized as in equations 5.3 and 5.4. For each

node s and edge (s, t), at time n, the pseudomarginals are parameterized as follows:

T

n
s (Xs) =  exp

⇢
�A

n
s

2
X

2
s +B

n
sXs

�
(6.10)

T

n
st(Xs, Xt) =  exp

⇢
�
P

n
ss;st

2
X

2
s �

P

n
st;st

2
XsXt �

P

n
tt;st

2
X

2
t + V

n
s;stXs + V

n
t;stXt

�

We can express these parameters together as follows:

✓s = (As Bs ↵s �s)
T (6.11)

✓st = (Pss;st Pst;st Ptt;st Vs;st Vs;st ⇡ss;st ⇡st;st ⇡tt;st ⌫s;st ⌫s;st)
T
.

Equation 6.11 also includes the parameters corresponding to the auxiliary variables,

which are denoted in Greek alphabet. For instance, ↵s is the auxiliary version of As.
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The form of the update equation for the neural population activity stays the same

as in the general case. However, for the Gaussian case the form of the nonlinearities

fNL and gNL are well determined: they implement a quadratic nonlinearity with

divisive normalization [2].

Simulation results for Gaussian graphical models are presented in the following

subsection.

Simulation Results

Figure 6.3 illustrates an example graphical model and the corresponding neural net-

work that represents and performs inference on it. For the sake of illustration, di↵erent

subpopulations of r are shown explicitly in panel B. The subpopulations rs encode

the singleton cliques and rst encode the pairwise cliques. In the full model, these

subpopulations may overlap.

X3X2X1 T12(X1, X2) T23(X2, X3)

T2(X2)T1(X1) T3(X3)

linear
connections

singleton
populations

pairwise
populations

nonlinear
connections

r12 r23

r1 r2 r3A B

Figure 6.3 : Example graphical model and the corresponding neural network that
represents and performs inference on it. A: Pairwise MRF with 3 nodes, with single-
ton factors (blue, Ts(Xs)) and pairwise factors (green, Tst(Xs, Xt)). B: Corresponding
PPC-based neural network. The populations rs and rst encode the singleton and pair-
wise factors, respectively. Local marginal computations are performed via nonlinear
connections. The linear connections are responsible for cue integration.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the time evolution of the neural population activity as the
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network performs inference for one example simulation. The time evolution of the

corresponding parameters (the means of the singleton marginals µs and means of the

joint pairwise marginals µst) are also presented.

Finally, we evaluate the performance of our neural network. For Gaussian graph-

ical models, when standard BP converges, the marginal means are exact. Although,

the covariances are slightly incorrect. We use the performance of standard BP as a

benchmark for comparison. Figure 6.5 compares the results of inference for our PPC

based neural network vs. standard BP. The data points are obtained from a series of

simulations which take into consideration di↵erent graph topologies, including loopy

graphs. These results show the favorable comparison of LBP to TRP inference by

the neural network.
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Figure 6.4 : Time evolution of the neural population activity and the parameters
encoded by each population code for the graphical model in figure 6.3.

Thus, we have a fully recurrent, nonlinear network of PPCs which can represent
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Figure 6.5 : Inference performance of neural network vs. standard BP.

a multivariate probability distribution and implement the TRP updates, with sep-

aration of time scales, on the underlying graphical model to perform probabilistic

inference.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

A nonlinear, recurrent network of PPCs can represent a multivariate probability dis-

tribution and implement the TRP updates, with separation of time-scales, for the

underlying graphical model to perform approximate probabilistic inference. The key

properties of this generalized neural network framework for performing inference are

the following. First, multi-dimensional neural activity encodes the numerous pa-

rameters of the probability distribution. Second, the nonlinear, neural interactions

implement the local marginalization operations. These operations are the basic com-

putational steps of the overall global inference algorithm. Finally, multiple time scales

compensate for message exclusion, which is a biological constraint.

Although, this framework is general and has favorable performance compared to

standard inference algorithms such as BP, there are several things to be addressed.

This includes assessing the performance of the network in the presence of various

noise sources. Another thing to consider is using a more generic nonlinearity such as

a sigmoid function instead of a quadratic nonlinearity with divisive normalization.

One important challenge lies in testing the biological plausibility of our network

architecture. This would require designing the right set of experiments and coming

up with theoretical predictions which can be compared with experimental results.

Another huge challenge lies in trying to infer this network structure given real neural

recordings. Finally, we currently have no model to explain how the brain could learn

this network model.
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